Introduction
Evidence is mounting that anthropogenic activities have dramatically altered the composition of the atmosphere, thereby modifying the climate system. Projections of future changes must be based on sound understanding of how the system functioned before the anthropogenic era. There is thus increasing interest in "calibrated" proxy records of key climate parameters. Records contained in the snow and ice of the polar ice sheets contain highly detailed information about the past composition of the atmosphere. However, the calibration of many of these proxy records is still in progress.
The 
Methods
In November, 1994, three snowpits were sampled at different sites, each approximately 10 km removed from Amundsen-Scott South Pole station. All pits were sampled at 2-era resolution to 2-m depth. Samples were collected into precleaned polyethylene containers for frozen shipment back to our laboratory and stored below -15øC until melting immediately prior to analysis. Concentrations of soluble ionic species were determined by ion chromatography.
Previously established seasonal variations in the concentrations of Na + (winter peak), NO 3' (spring-summer peak), and the C1-/Na + ratio (summer peak) [Whitlow et al., 1992] were used to date each pit. In all of our South Pole pits the concentration of NO 3' in the annual spring peaks increases toward the surface (Fig. 1 ). Mayewski and Legrand [1990] Our NO 3-profiles in the 1994 pits show no correspondence to the severity of 0 3 depletion (Fig. 1) The Pinatubo spike in our three nss SO4--records is comparable to the SO4 = enhancement in South Pole snow following the eruption of Agung (Fig. 2) Examination of the ratio MSA/(nss SO4 =) (denoted R and equal to R* only if all nss SO4 = is biogenic) at both 2-cm and yearly resolution revealed large differences between the three pits. To reduce this "spatial noise", we constructed a regional signal by averaging the profiles from the three pits. To place the records on a common depth (or time) scale, we assumed that 6 prominent features present in all of the nss SO4--profiles reflected regional events (Fig. 2) . We adjusted the depths between these time lines by linear stretching and compression, resulting in a 3-pit mean nss SO4 = profile that closely resembles each of the individual profiles (Fig. 3) 
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